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The Rotunda Museum

I can visit the Rotunda to see some 
wonderful creatures and lots of fossils!

The museum is close to the Spa Bridge, and 
it is not far from the beach. When I stand 
outside the Rotunda, I can see the sea.



Going inside

There is a set of big wooden doors, at the 
front of the building. 

The doors are open at visiting time.  
There is a small lobby, which is a bit like a 
tunnel, and then another door into the 
reception.



Reception

Museum staff will welcome me to the 
museum.

The Rotunda is free for children, but 
adults might need to buy a ticket.

In the reception, there is a small shop. I 
might visit the shop at the end of my visit.

It can be quite busy and noisy in the 
reception area. 



Toilets

There are toilets on the left and right.

There are accessible toilets  and baby 
changing toilets to the right of the 
reception desk.

There are no toilets upstairs.

The entrances to the toilets are a little bit 
dark.



I can borrow 
a backpack

The Sensory Backpack has lots of 
interesting things that might help me to 
feel relaxed and focused.

There are some fidget toys, ear 
defenders and a PECS board in the 
backpack.

At the end of my visit, I will exchange the 
backpack for a certificate, which I can 
take home.



The Sensory Map

I can borrow a large sensory map from 
reception or find one in the Sensory Backpack.

I can look at the map to find out if a room 
might be busy, noisy, quiet, interactive, bright 
or dark. The map can tell me if there are likely 
to be any unusual smells. 

The map shows me where the toilets are, too.



The Stairwell

There are stairs that go up to the first 
part of the exhibition.

The stairs twirl around in a spiral.

I cannot see what is at the top of the 
stairs and it is a bit dark, but there will 
be lots of interesting things to see 
when I get to the top.



The Lift

There is also a lift that can take me up to 
the other two floors.

The lift has a shiny metal door and is the 
shape of a big cylinder or tube.

When I am inside the lift, I need to press 
FLOOR 1 to get to the first exhibition.

When the lift reaches the next floor, there 
might be a short pause before the lift 
doors open. This is normal.



The Orientation Area
Star Carr

In this area, I can learn about the story of 
Star Carr.

There is a big glass box with some very 
old bones. I can read about Star Carr 
and look at some illustrations.

I can also listen to a video.

If the video is too loud, I can ask staff to 
turn off the sound, or I can wear ear 
defenders.



Dinosaur Footprints

On the floor, there are some dinosaur 
footprints. If I follow the dinosaur 
footprints, they will lead me to the 
Ancient Seas room.

I might like to jump or hop on the 
dinosaur footprints!



Ancient Seas

In this room, there are lots of fossils in  
glass cabinets.

There is a timeline with lots of dates and 
long words, like, Jurassic.

I can look up to see a replica of a sea
creature, Ichthyosaurus.

There are bright lights in the ceiling that 
can help me to see the details of the 
dinosaur.



Things I can touch
in Ancient Seas

There are some big fossils on plinths, in 
the Ancient Seas room.

This fossil is an ammonite. It is a spiral 
shape, like the stairs at Rotunda.

I can touch the ammonite and feel its 
rough and smooth surfaces.



Things I can touch
in Ancient Seas

Under the cabinets there are some 
drawers. The drawers have stickers that 
say ‘open me’.

I can open the drawers to see lots of 
different things, like drawings of skeletons 
and some beach finds.



Activity Corner

The activity corner is just outside the West 
Wing. There is a replica of a dinosaur. Her 
name is Meg the Megalosaurus.

In this corner, I can take some time out to 
chill or do an activity.

I can look at the things in my backpack, 
read a book or do some drawing.



The West Wing

In this room, there are some glass 
cabinets with some rocks and quartz.

The cabinets are lit up, so that I can 
see the beautiful patterns and colours.



West Wing

In the middle of the room,  there is a 
huge glass display case. Inside the case, 
there is a skeleton of a Plesiosaur. 

There are some headphones in this room. 
If I put on the headphones, I can hear 
people telling me about historic finds, 
near Scarborough.

It is quite dark in the West Wing.



Going up to the 
Rotunda Gallery

I can go in the lift or up the stairs to the 
Rotunda Gallery.

If I go up in the lift, this time I need to 
press the button that says, FLOOR 2.



The Rotunda Gallery

The Rotunda Gallery has glass cabinets 
that go nearly all the way around the 
room.

I can walk around the room, in a big 
circle.

The room is usually quieter than the rest 
of the museum.



William ‘Strata’ Smith

In the Rotunda Gallery, there is a display 
about William ‘Strata’ Smith.

William Smith was a geologist and he 
helped to design the museum.

I can look at the objects and learn more 
about him.



Unusual objects

The Rotunda Gallery has lots of unusual 
objects. Here are some false teeth made 
from the teeth of a hippopotamus!

I can read the signs or use the large print 
guide to find out more about each 
object.



The Domed Ceiling

The Rotunda Gallery has a domed 
ceiling. The ceiling has lots of rectangles 
of coloured glass.

I can choose a quiet space in the 
Rotunda Gallery to find my favourite 
view.

The room can feel quite dark but if I look 
up, the ceiling can be quite bright.



Leaving 
the Rotunda

I will need to go down to the Ground 
Floor, using the stairs or the lift.

If I have time, I can visit the shop before I 
leave.

When I return my backpack, museum 
staff will give me a special certificate  in 
exchange.



A message from the staff at 
the Rotunda Museum

Thank you for choosing to visit the Rotunda Museum!

We hope you enjoy your time with us.

Please get in touch if you have any questions before your visit.

Telephone: 01723 353665    Email: rotunda@smtrust.uk.com
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